
Standards for the exhibitor:

1. To understand and demonstrate
a wardrobe plan
2. To understand how selected
garment(s) and accessories
enhance their personal/public

presentation
3. To understand the value of this
garment/outfit and how it fits into
the family’s clothing budget
4. To be able to describe how they

have accepted personal
responsibility in caring for their
garment/outfit
5. To visually demonstrate personal
fitness and grooming and clothing/

accessories comfort and safety
6. To be able to describe how they
have cared for the garment/outfit
and how it has proved to fit into
their wardrobe plan

4-H Fashion Revue Worksheet
Both sides must be completed by the member prior to judging.  This will be given to the judge. 

Name ________________________________________________ Age ______ 

Check Age Group:      Junior (7-9),         Intermediate (10-13),          Senior (14-18)

Check Division:  Constructed  Buymanship

Class Name: ____________________________________    Class No. ____________ 

Attach a photo, fabric swatch or sketch of your outfit:



Cost Per Wear
Name ________________________________________________ Age ______  Division:   Junior (7-9)  Intermediate (10-13)       Senior (14-18)
(14-18)

P W C M
(use $.50 for 

machine 
washed items; 

list dry 
cleaning price)

A=
C*M

(P+A)/W = 
Cost per 

Wear

List all garment 
items.

Constructed  
(by who)

or 
Purchased

Retail 
Cost  
and 

[Your 
cost]

Fiber 
Content

Care and 
Maintenance

Number 
of times 
item will 
be worn 
during 
year

Number 
of times 
item will 

be 
cleaned

Care/
Maintenance 

cost

Annual 
Cost

Cost per 
wear

Disposal plan
What will you do 
with this garment/
item when you are 

through with it?

Example:  Jacket Constructed 
(Me)

$150 
[$50]

100% wool dry clean 45 4 $10 $40 ($50+$40)/45 
=$2

Donate

Example:  Pants Constructed  
(Mom)

$40    
[$25 sale]

100% cotton machine wash 
warm

50 50 $0.50 $25 ($25+$25)/50 
=$1

recycle fabric to 
make purse

1. Describe any recycled materials used in your presentation:

2. How do you see this garment/outfit as it compliments your body
style and its suitability to your wardrobe needs? 

Accessories check columncheck columncheck columncheck columnAccessories
already 
owned

gift purchased other

belt

jewelry

scarf or tie

hose or socks

shoes

special undergarments

other

1. What is your favorite part of this outfit?

2. What is something you learned during this project? (shopping, fabric care, etc)

3. Where will you where this outfit?


4. Seniors (ages 14-18):  If you could change one thing about any of the garments,
what would it be?
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